Conventional multivariate cumulative sum control charts are more sensitive to small shifts than T 2 control charts, but they cannot get the knowledge of manufacturing process through the learning of in-control data due to the characteristics of their own structures. To address this issue, a modified multivariate cumulative sum control chart based on support vector data description for multivariate statistical process control is proposed in this article, which is named D-MCUSUM control chart. The proposed control chart will have both advantages of the multivariate cumulative sum control charts and the support vector data description algorithm, namely, high sensitivities to small shifts and learning abilities. The recommended values of some key parameters are also given for a better application. Based on these, a bivariate simulation experiment is conducted to evaluate the performance of the D-MCUSUM control chart. A real industrial case illustrates the application of the proposed control chart. The results also show that the D-MCUSUM control chart is more sensitive to small shifts than other traditional control charts (e.g. T 2 and multivariate cumulative sum) and a D control chart based on support vector data description.
Introduction
In modernized manufacturing process, inspired by applications of more advanced technologies and industrial expansion, a manufacturing system usually is composed of two or more correlated quality characteristics and hence it is essential to monitor and control all these quality variables simultaneously. Under this situation, an effective tool that can monitor several correlated variables simultaneously is indispensable. Therefore, Hotelling 1 proposed a T 2 statistic for solving this problem. Based on it, he constructed a new control chart named T 2 control chart to monitor several correlated variables simultaneously. The most utilized method for monitoring large shifts is Hotelling's T 2 control chart. 2 However, it is relatively insensitive to small and moderate shifts in the process mean vector because it only takes the present information of the process into account. 3 To solve this problem, multivariate exponentially weighted moving average (MEWMA) control chart and multivariate cumulative sum (MCUSUM) control chart have been proposed. The MCUSUM control chart was first proposed by Woodall and Ncube. 4 They compared their MCUSUM control chart to Hotelling's T 2 control chart based on average run length (ARL). The experimental results showed that their MCUSUM method was better than Hotelling's T 2 control chart. Crosier 5 proposed two MCUSUM control charts. The first MCUSUM control chart reduced each multivariate observation to a scalar and then formed a MCUSUM of the scalars. The second MCUSUM control chart formed a CUSUM vector directly from the observations. Pignatiello and Runger 6 introduced two new formulations of the MCUSUM control charts, namely, MC1 and MC2. Lowry et al. 7 presented the MEWMA control chart. They compared their MEWMA control chart to a MCUSUM control chart in ARL performance. The experimental results indicated that their method was similar to the MCUSUM control chart in detecting a shift in the mean vector of a multivariate normal distribution. For a review of multivariate control charts, Bersimis et al. 8 presented an excellent literature review.
The rapid development of information technology has promoted the progress of artificial intelligence under the background of big data era. Recently, a number of intelligent algorithms-based methods are applied in multivariate statistical process control (MSPC) and show a better performance than traditional methods. Among them, the unsupervised intelligent algorithm seems a promising method. Because the supervised intelligent algorithm requires that users should obtain, in advance, normal and abnormal pattern data sets. Prior knowledge of data sets on class label is essential for the supervised intelligent algorithm. In real industrial production, however, the great mass of collected data sets is normal data because abnormal data mean that there are some problems in production process. Therefore, it is costly and hard to collect abnormal pattern data sets.
There are two main categories of unsupervised methods applied in MSPC, namely, neural network and support vector-based methods. For neural network-based methods, self-organizing map (SOM) seems a promising method. Yu and Xi 9 proposed a novel SOM-based minimum quantization error (MQE) control chart. The experimental results showed that the MQE control chart might be a promising tool for multivariate quality control. For support vector-based methods, Sun and Tsung 10 first proposed a support vector data description (SVDD)-based control chart, 11 which was named K chart. A case study demonstrated that the K chart could perform better than conventional charts when the underlying distribution of the quality characteristics was not multivariate normal. Gani et al. 12 assessed the application of the K chart in a real industrial process. The industrial application showed that the K chart was sensitive to small shifts in mean vector and outperformed the T 2 control chart in terms of ARL. Ning and Tsung 13 provided an optimized design method of the SVDD-based K chart and the results confirmed that the proposed design scheme could improve the performance of K chart. He and Zhang 14 proposed a S-MCUSUM chart, which has an advantage of free distribution. However, their results showed that the cumulative sum (CUSUM) of T chart (i.e. MCUSUM chart) is somewhat better than the S-MCUSUM chart for multivariate normal distributed data. It should be pointed out that both the K chart and the S-MCUSUM chart focus on the situation when the data distribution departs from normality. When the distribution is multivariate normal, both charts would perform terribly, compared to conventional control charts.
All the cited literature above showed that the support vector-based method is a promising method for MSPC. Shi and Gindy 15 stated that the support vector method had been proved less vulnerable to overfitting problem and higher generalization ability since support vector method was designed to minimize structural risk, whereas previous neural network techniques were usually based on minimization of empirical risk.
Based on the above idea, this article proposes a modified MCUSUM control chart based on SVDD for MSPC, which is named D-MCUSUM control chart. Due to the characteristic of SVDD's unsupervised learning, the construction of the D-MCUSUM control chart only requires normal process data easily collected in real-world manufacturing process and does not need the abnormal data hardly obtained in the real world. This characteristic makes the D-MCUSUM control chart more practical than other traditional control charts in realistic manufacturing process. At the same time, the D-MCUSUM control chart will become sensitive to small shifts due to the characteristic of the MCUSUM statistic.
It should be noted that the training process of SVDD for the proposed D-MCUSUM control chart is inputting T 2 value of the raw data to SVDD in the form of moving window vectors rather than directly inputting raw data to SVDD, which is adopted in other multivariate control charts based on SVDD (e.g. the K chart and the S-MCUSUM chart). Studies show that inputting data to SVDD in this way could get a better performance when the distribution of the quality characteristics is multivariate normal. To evaluate the performance of the D-MCUSUM control chart, a simulation study is performed. Comparison results show that the D-MCUSUM control chart has a better sensitivity in small shifts than other traditional control charts (e.g. T 2 and MCUSUM) and a D control chart based on SVDD. In this study, the choices of some key parameters (e.g. window size) are also provided for a better application.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: The fundamental principles of SVDD and MCUSUM are reviewed briefly in section ''Review of SVDD and MCUSUM.'' Then, the approach of using the proposed chart for monitoring the manufacturing process is presented in section ''Approach for monitoring multivariate manufacturing process.'' The simulation studies of the D-MCUSUM control chart are shown in section ''Simulation studies'' and an illustrative example is given in section ''Illustrative example.'' The conclusions are given in section ''Conclusion.''
Review of SVDD and MCUSUM

SVDD
Inspired by the development of the support vector classifier, Tax and Duin 11 proposed a new support vectorbased method, which was named SVDD. Different from two-class classifiers, such as support vector machines, 16 SVDD is proposed to solve one-class problems. Its target is to find a minimum hypersphere that can enclose all or most of the given data, and then it can make use of the hypersphere to monitor whether the current data are in control. Based on this, extension of the SVDD's original idea to MSPC is rational.
When given a training set T = fx i 2 R d , i = 1, . . . , N g, N is the number of the training set and x i is a d dimension column vector. The target of SVDD is to give a description of the training set. Practically, the description is to find a hypersphere that can contain all or most of the training sets. The hypersphere is characterized by center a and radius R.0 and it must be as small as possible, namely, a small volume of the sphere. We can get the optimized hypersphere through minimizing R 2 . The minimized process can be equivalent to
where j i is a slack variable. The target of its introduction is to avoid overfitting which often appears in the neural network method. The parameter C is the penalty parameter and its function is to control the trade-off between the volumes and the errors. In the process of the minimization, it has to be under constraints
Through Lagrange multipliers, equation (2) can be incorporated into equation (1) and this will generate a new equation
with the Lagrange multipliers a i , g i ø0. L should be minimized with respect to R, a, j i and maximized with respect to a i and g i for meeting the Karush-KuhnTucker condition. 17 Three new constraints can be obtained by setting partial derivatives to zero
Because a i , g i ø0, the Lagrange multipliers g i can be removed from equation (6) and a new constraint can be obtained
By substituting equations (4)- (6) into equation (3), equation (3) can be rewritten as follows
For determining whether a new point z is enclosed by the hypersphere, the distance between the center of the sphere and the point z must be calculated. The point z will not be rejected when the distance is smaller or equal to the radius
where D z is the distance between the center of the sphere and the point z.
For giving a more flexible data description, the inner products (x i Á x j ) can be replaced by a kernel function K(x i Á x j ). After the process applied in equations (8) and (9), two new equations can be obtained
Any kernel functions have to satisfy Mercer's theorem. 18 There are two kinds of kernel functions commonly used in practice: a polynomial kernel and a Gaussian kernel.
The polynomial kernel is as follows
where the free parameter d 2 N + gives the degree of the polynomial kernel.
The Gaussian kernel is as follows
where s is the width parameter. According to Lazzaretti et al., 19 the SVDD with the Gaussian kernel can generate an irregular-shaped hypersphere and have a better performance in data description. Therefore, the Gaussian kernel will be used in this article.
The parameters C and s are set to 1 and 5 in this article, and more detailed analysis is presented in section ''Choice of SVDD parameters.'' It should be noted that getting the optimal performance of proposed method is not the target of this study. The target of this study is obtaining a general performance to show the generality of our methods. Interested readers can refer to Wang et al. 20 They used genetic algorithm (GA) to search the optimal parameter combination of support vector regression (SVR) 21 and the results showed that their GA-SVR method was better than the mathematical regression model and artificial neural network (ANN).
22-24
MCUSUM
According to Pignatiello and Runger, 6 CUSUM control charts 25 are often used instead of Shewhart control charts 26 when the detection of small shifts is of interest in univariate statistical process control. In other words, the CUSUM statistic has a better sensitivity for small shifts. 27 Based on an analogy of the univariate statistical process control, two multivariate extensions of the CUSUM control charts and the Shewhart control charts are generated naturally. They are Hotelling's T 2 control charts 1 and Runger's MCUSUM control charts. 6 Just like the characteristics of the CUSUM control charts in univariate process, the MCUSUM control charts accumulate information from the past and present observations to give quick signals for small shifts. The T 2 control charts only observe the current data and ignore the sequential information of the whole observations; therefore, it is insensitive to small shifts but sensitive to large ones compared with the MCUSUM control charts.
Pignatiello and Runger proposed two statistics to construct different MCUSUM control charts, that is, MC1 and MC2 statistics. It should be pointed out that MC2 statistic is adopted to construct the new control chart proposed in this article because preliminary investigations conducted showed that MC2 is a better choice.
Here, MC2 statistic will be introduced briefly. The MC2 statistic proposed by Pignatiello and Runger is constructed based on Hotelling's T 2 statistic. The T 2 statistic and the MC2 statistic are shown in equations (14) and (15), respectively
where x denotes the quality characteristics and m is their mean. S is the covariance matrix. We assume that x is an independent and identically distributed variable and subject to multivariate normal distribution
where MC2 t is the value of MC2 at time t. It should be noted that
i is the value of T 2 at time t. k is a key parameter for MC2 and it will have a great impact on the performance of MCUSUM control charts. Therefore, it is crucial to choose an appropriate value of k.
Approach for monitoring multivariate manufacturing process
D-MCUSUM control chart based on SVDD
In this study, a modified multivariate control chart based on SVDD is proposed to monitor the shift of manufacturing process, which is called D-MCUSUM control chart. The D-MCUSUM control chart can be constructed by a D-MCUSUM statistic. The D-MCUSUM statistic is constructed by a D-value statistic, which is also the basis of D control chart. Therefore, the D-value statistic will be presented first.
D-value and D chart. When the SVDD is trained by the collected normal data, the trained SVDD will generate a hypersphere characterized by ''center'' and ''radius'' that can represent the learned normal data space. After getting the trained SVDD, a D-value can be defined to calculate the ''distance'' of input vector from the center of learned normal data space. The D-value can represent how far away the current observed data deviate from the in-control state. The larger the ''distance'' is, the larger the possibility that the current observed data have gone in out-of-control state will be. The D-value can be computed as follows
where t represents a n-dimensional moving window vector and the moving window vector consists of n T 2 values of the raw data. a represents the center of normal data space that SVDD learned. The D-value is the monitoring statistic of the D chart. Extremely high D-value, that is, exceeding the control limit of the D chart, means that the input vector is an outlier and the process is out of control.
D-MCUSUM statistic. Although D-value, in a sense, can be used to judge the current state of input vector, it shares a similar drawback with T 2 statistic. Both of them only observe the current data and ignore the sequential information of the whole observations, and therefore it is insensitive to small shifts. To solve this problem, a modified MCUSUM statistic based on D-value is proposed in this article. The new statistic is named D-MCUSUM. The D-MCUSUM statistic can be calculated using equation (17) 
where D-MCUSUM t represents the value of D-MCUSUM at time t and D-MCUSUM 0 is zero. D-value t is the value of D-value at time t. k is a key nonnegative parameter and it should be chosen carefully.
The D-MCUSUM chart can monitor the multivariate manufacturing process through the D-MCUSUM statistic. When the D-MCUSUM value exceeds its control limit, the D-MCUSUM chart will give an alarm.
A multivariate monitoring model based on the D-MCUSUM control chart
From what we have introduced above, an effective D-MCUSUM control chart-based multivariate monitoring model is proposed. Figure 1 shows the whole application of the monitoring model. This model provides an intelligent system of collecting data automatically, monitoring, and alarm. The monitoring model is composed of two modules, that is, offline learning module and online monitoring module.
In the offline learning module, a large number of incontrol data will be collected automatically from various sensors embedded in manufacturing system because a learning model trained by data with a lot of noises must lead to an unsatisfactory result. Therefore, before inputting the collected in-control data to SVDD to train SVDD, some data preprocessing methods will be adopted to deal with the raw in-control data such as denoising and standardization. After preprocessing procedure, the distribution parameters of the in-control data will be estimated to calculate the T 2 value of incontrol data, and then the T 2 value of in-control data will be fed to SVDD to train SVDD in the form of moving window vectors. After getting the trained SVDD model, the control limit of the D-MCUSUM control chart will be determined to make in-control ARL approximately equal to setting value. In the online monitoring module, some data preprocessing methods are also needed to deal with the raw data. After this, the T 2 value of monitoring data will be fed to trained SVDD model in the form of moving window vectors to calculate the value of the D-MCUSUM statistic, which can be used to judge the current state of the manufacturing process. If the value of the D-MCUSUM statistic exceeds the control limit, an alarm signal should be given. When an alarm signal occurs, this means that the process is in out-of-control state and related measures should be taken to conduct attribution analysis to find out assignable causes and solve it. After this process, the manufacturing system will get back to normal.
Generation of simulation data
To evaluate the performance of the D-MCUSUM control chart based on ARL, a Monte Carlo simulation 28 is adopted in this article to generate the required multivariate data.
In the multivariate manufacturing process, there will usually be two or more correlated quality characteristics. In this study, a bivariate manufacturing process model is adopted to generate simulation data and it can be expressed in equation (18) 
where Y t is the quality characteristic at time t when the process is in control. m is the process mean vector. F t is subject to a bivariate normal distribution with unit variances and a correlation coefficient of r (i.e. m 0 = 0 0
In this study, we assume that m = 0 0 ! .
In this study, the mean shifts pattern is adopted in the out-of-control process. If an out-of-control pattern occurs in the process at time t, this can be expressed in equation (19) 
where X t is the quality characteristic at time t when the process is out of control. n is the window size and it will be introduced in section ''Moving window analysis
. Eight different kinds of shifts are selected to cover the whole range of shifts patterns (i.e. 
Performance evaluation method
Moving window analysis method. For getting more real simulation results, a moving window analysis method 29, 30 is adopted in this article to input data to SVDD. There will be n observation points in the moving window each time. The dimension of the space that SVDD learned is determined by the moving window size. Every observation point is the T 2 value of the raw data and the T 2 value can be calculated using equation (14) . Preliminary investigations proved that inputting data to SVDD in this way would get a better performance compared to directly inputting raw data to SVDD. Figure 2 briefly shows the application of the moving window analysis method.
The application of the moving window analysis method mainly consists of the following steps: Step 1. Setting t (observation point) to n (window size).
Step 2. Taking the most recent n observation points,
to generate a n-dimensional moving window vector.
Step 3. Making t = t + 1 to generate next new window vector after last window vector is used.
In this article, we assume that the process is initially in control. This assumption can be considered more practical because in the real-world monitoring process an out-of-control signal often occurs after a period in which the process is in control, and the starting point of the out-of-control signal is usually unknown. 31 It should be pointed out that the moving window size will last a great effect on the proposed control chart. Therefore, it is essential to set an appropriate value of window size. For more details of this, it will be discussed in section ''Choice of window size.'' ARL. ARL is a widely used performance criteria in the field of control charts. The ARL, in a sense, can indicate the sensitivity of control charts. 32 The ARL is defined as the average number of observations between the occurrence of out-of-control state and the alarm of out-of-control signal. In general, there are two kinds of ARLs, that is, in-control ARL and out-of-control ARL. The two kinds of ARLs are also related to the probabilities of two types of errors, that is, type I error and type II error. For in-control ARL, the larger the probability of type I error is, the shorter the in-control ARL will be. For out-of-control ARL, the larger the probability of type II error is, the longer the out-ofcontrol ARL will be. There is usually a compromise between the two errors. Because when the type I error decreases, the type II error will increase. When the type II error decreases, however, the type I error will increase. An excellent control chart should minimize both the errors simultaneously. In other words, an excellent control chart should have the characteristics of longer in-control ARL and shorter out-of-control ARL.
It should be noted that an in-control ARL of 350 is adopted in this article to evaluate the performance of different control charts and the in-control ARL of 350 will make control charts have a relative small type I error. Specific steps of calculating the in-control ARL are summarized as follows:
1. Setting window number m to 1, t (observation point) to n (window size). For the calculation of out-of-control ARL, it is almost the same as in-control ARL. The only difference between them is the window vectors. For incontrol ARL, every observation point of the window vectors is in-control data. For out-of-control ARL, however, initial several window vectors will include out-of-control data partially and every observation point of later window vectors is out-of-control data. The reason for this is that we assume that the process was initially in control. We can take an example to introduce this process. For instance, when window number m = 1, the window vector consists of n À 1 incontrol observation points and 1 out-of-control observation point. When window number m = 2, the new window vector will include more out-of-control observation points due to the movement of the window and it will be made up of n À 2 in-control observation points and 2 out-of-control observation points. On the analogy of this, when window number møn, the window vector completely consists of out-of-control observation points. It should be noted that all the ARLs are computed from 10,000 independent simulation runs to get a stable result.
Control limit
In this study, a fixed control limit h is used to determine the state of the current process. When a D-MCUSUM value exceeds the control limit h, an alarm signal should be given, that is to say, the process is in out-of-control state. 33 All the control limits are obtained based on incontrol ARL of 350. The control limits will be tuned to make in-control ARL approximately equal to 350. All the control limits are computed from 10,000 independent simulations.
Simulation studies
Choice of window size
Before conducting simulation experiments, several key parameters should be determined. An appropriate window size will construct a better monitoring model. Therefore, a study will be conducted to select an appropriate widow size based on the ARL performances of different window sizes. Six kinds of different window sizes (n = 1, 2, 4, 12, 16, 25) are selected to compute the ARL performance. In this study, the correlation coefficient r is set to 0.8 and other parameters are set to what we above have introduced. By several simple trail-anderror experiments, the parameter k of different window sizes is selected to obtain a relative optimal performance. An appropriate control limit h is adjusted to make in-control ARL approximately equal to 350. To show the result better, a non-centrality parameter l is introduced in this study, which is also called Mahalanobis distance. 34 The parameter l is expressed in equation (20) and can represent the magnitude of shifts vector d
where d is the shifts vector. In general, a large shift will have a better out-ofcontrol ARL, that is, a smaller out-of-control ARL. In the study, we first take a shifts vector d = 1:5 0:5 ! as a case to study the ARL performance of different window sizes and the result is shown in Figure 3 . The control limit h and the parameter k of different window sizes are shown in Figure 4 . From Figure 3 , we can find out that a small window size will have a better ARL performance. For confirming this, another study with different shifts vectors is conducted and the result is shown in Figure 4 . The parameter l is used to show the performance of different window sizes in Figure 4 . As is shown in Figure 4 , window size of 1 gets the best performance overall and this window size should be the best choice of the D-MCUSUM control chart. The result also reveals a phenomenon that the larger the window size becomes, the worse performance the D-MCUSUM control chart will get. This phenomenon can be explained in this way. A large window usually can contain more observation points and this is equivalent to consider sequential information. The proposed D-MCUSUM control chart is a kind of modified method based on sequential information. Therefore, the superposition of two different methods based on sequential information will make the D-MCUSUM control chart perform terribly and a small window size should be a better choice for the D-MCUSUM control chart. At the same time, a small window size can get a more simplified structure of SVDD and less data cost compared to a large window size. Therefore, window size n is set to 1 for the D-MCUSUM control chart in this study.
Choice of SVDD parameters
The performance of SVDD is very dependent on the parameters C and s. Both will greatly affect the tightness of the data description boundary. To show this phenomenon, 200 two-dimensional banana data are generated. Figure 5 shows the different boundaries of the SVDD with different C and s. As shown in Figure 5 , a small C or s will lead to a tighter boundary, which is equivalent to an overfitting phenomenon. However, a large C or s will generate a looser boundary. Therefore, the two parameters that become too small or too large can lead to an unsatisfactory data description boundary of SVDD due to overfitting or underfitting problem. Therefore, for avoiding the two problems, the parameters C and s are set to 1 and 5, respectively, to get a relative optimal detection performance in this article. After all, getting the optimal performance of the proposed method is not the target of this study. The target of this study is obtaining a general performance to show the generality of our methods.
Simulation results and discussions
There may be various kinds of correlations between variables in the multivariate manufacturing process. Therefore, four different experiments are designed to testify the universality of the D-MCUSUM control chart with four different correlation coefficients (r = 0:2, 0:4, 0:6, 0:8), which evenly covers the whole range of correlations. The four experiments will compare the performance of the D-MCUSUM control chart with T 2 control chart, MCUSUM control chart, and a control chart based on the D À value statistic, which is called D control chart. All these experiments will adjust the control limit of every control chart to make in- control ARL approximately equal to 350 and compare the performances of different control charts based on out-of-control ARL. All the performances of different control charts are computed from 10,000 simulations. The parameter k of MCUSUM and D-MCUSUM control chart is set to 3.5 and 0.25, respectively. Because the shift magnitude l of the same shifts vector with different correlation coefficients will differ, a new statistic u will be proposed to represent shift magnitude for the unities of different correlation coefficients and it is expressed in equation (21) . Based on the statistic u, shifts can be divided into two categories: small shifts (0\u ł 0:55) and large shifts (0:55\u ł 1)
where l max = maxfl i g, i 2 N + . Figure 6 shows the out-of-control ARL performance of the D-MCUSUM control chart and other control charts. The detailed simulation results are shown in Table 2 . It should be noted that the new statistic u is used in Figure 6 and Table 2 to represent the shift magnitudes. Table 1 shows the control limits and in-control ARLs of four control charts.
As is shown in Figure 6 and Table 2 , the D-MCUSUM control chart shows better performance in small shifts and similar performance in large shifts in comparison with other control charts. This can be explained that the CUSUM method will make the control chart become sensitive to small shifts but insensitive to large shifts, and then the D-MCUSUM control chart is modified based on CUSUM method. Simulation experiments of four different correlations also testify the universality of the D-MCUSUM control chart's application in the multivariate manufacturing process. Just like the relationship between T 2 control chart and MCUSUM control chart, the D-MCUSUM control chart performs better than the D control chart in small shifts. The results show that the D-MCUSUM control chart is better than the D control chart and the T 2 control chart as a whole.
The results also show that the D-MCUSUM control chart can detect small shifts faster than other traditional control charts (e.g. T 2 and MCUSUM). Furthermore, the D-MCUSUM control chart can make full use of the in-control data and continually improve its structure through learning. Therefore, it can adapt itself to different manufacturing processes. This is essential for the real-world application. 
Illustrative example
In this section, a real industrial case derived from Alt 35 is provided to this study to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed control chart. Two quality characteristics of stiffness and bending strength from a lumber manufacturing plant are presented to represent a bivariate process. The in-control vector mean and covariance matrix are calculated based on the in-control data and they are given as follows
The in-control ARL of 350 is acceptable in this study.
We assume that a small shift magnitude of u = 0:5 is important enough to be detected as soon as possible in this case, and then we begin to monitor sample of 120 observations by the proposed control chart and other control charts. The parameter k of MCUSUM and D-MCUSUM control chart is set to 3.5 and 0.25, respectively. The monitoring results are shown in Figure 7 . Appendix 1 provides the monitoring data and other related statistics for different charts.
As is shown in Figure 7 , the proposed control chart gives a faster out-of-control signal than other control charts at the 35th sample point. Moreover, the proposed control chart gives a continuous abnormal alarm after the 35th sample point. This shows the stability of the proposed control chart for detecting small shifts. This is a very important characteristic for practical applications and this characteristic is unavailable for other control charts. Therefore, this case gives a practical demonstration that the D-MCUSUM control chart is quite effective in detecting small shifts.
Conclusion
In this article, we propose a modified MCUSUM control chart based on SVDD for detecting small mean shifts, which is named D-MCUSUM control chart. Some key parameters (e.g. window size) are discussed and give some recommended values for a better application. In addition, the proposed chart adopts the T 2 value of the raw data as the input features of SVDD instead of the raw data, and studies reveal that inputting data to SVDD in this way could effectively improve the performance of the proposed chart when the distribution of the quality characteristics is multivariate normal.
To evaluate the performance of the D-MCUSUM control chart, a simulation study with four different and MCUSUM), the simulation results and a real industrial case also show the sensitivity of the D-MCUSUM control chart for small shifts. Besides these, the D-MCUSUM control chart has other advantages. The D-MCUSUM control chart can adapt itself to different manufacturing processes through continual learning. This characteristic is not available to other traditional control charts. Furthermore, the learning of the D-MCUSUM control chart only requires normal process data (easily collected in real-world manufacturing process) and do not need the abnormal data (hardly obtained in the real world). This can save a great deal of cost in data acquisition.
From the above empirical analysis, all the results show that the D-MCUSUM control chart is an effective, promising, and robust tool to monitor multivariate manufacturing process, especially of small shifts.
Some issues could be the topics of future research. As pointed out in section ''SVDD,'' the parameter optimization of SVDD still requires further investigation. Moreover, integrating the D-MCUSUM control chart with other control charts to improve the performance is also a future research topic.
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